
Integrated shipping process

Meridion has developed a solution for M3-customers in logistics that need a 
more efficient freight booking process and increased control of their freight 
purchases. The solution is based on the new M3 module Freight Cost 
Management and standardized Mashup technology in M3. This has been 
integrated into Unifaun’s market-leading service for Delivery Management.

An integrated shipping process provides increased control and cost savings.

Booking and follow-up of shipping is handled based on a mashup view in M3. From there you can automatically book 
transports and print shipping documents through the integration to Unifaun. 

With the built-in integration to Unifaun’s Delivery Management service, you get access to all the modes of transport 
you use, regardless of who the carrier is. The solution gives you direct access to all your carriers and the opportunity 
to automate your freight bookings directly from M3, without manual input between the business system and the 
carriers’ booking services.

The solution creates separate purchase orders for freight in M3 with a reference to the customer delivery. This allows 
you to easily match the freight invoice against the correct freight purchase. You also get full control over how you 
should calculate any shipping surcharges to the customer, based on the shipping purchase price.

A collaboration between Meridion AB and Unifaun AB.

Take Control of Freight 
Management in M3

Meridion was founded in 2005 and is an independent Consultancy firm that develops and realizes efficient 
supply chains and logistics processes. Meridion has long years of substantial experience of business 
development and business systems, especially in Infor M3, from multiple companies and industries.
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Our offer
Integrated booking process

Cost control for better margins

Logistics control for a better customer service

Automated addition of shipping charges per 
delivery

Standard solution built on Mashup 
technology and Unifaun’s market-leading 
booking service, that you can integrate via 
Meridion or your regular M3 partner

The Benefits
Freight purchases against a separate 
and automatically created purchase 
order for freight

Correct markup & customer prices

Follow up on shipping orders

Fast ROI


